In this study, meta-heuristic approach of two types of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
Introduction
Corrosion of Reinforcement is the most important cause of damage and failure in reinforced concrete structures. Neglecting corrosion occurrence and its progress may take the structures out of use before their due date and can lead to loss of construction and maintenance capitals. According to the researches, corrosion happens in two forms: Chloride [1] and Carbonation [2] . Structures in corrosive environments (e.g. coastal areas, areas with hard winters where salt is used for ice melting and generally structures in continuous presence of chloride ions), the reinforcement corrosion happens through chloride ions penetration. Corrosion of structures in polluted areas and cities is due to acid rains and penetration of carbon dioxide into the concrete and is called carbonation kind [1, 2] . Rebars in reinforced concrete structures are protected by a protective layer which is formed due to high alkalinity of concrete around the Reinforcement. Over time and mainly based on two cases of chloride ions penetrations and carbonation, the concrete alkalinity reduces with acid formation and the armatures corrode in the vicinity of moisture and oxygen [3] . Corrosion reduces the area and load bearing of reinforcements, increases volume of steel which causes corrosion, destructs the concrete cover and decreases continuity strength between concrete and steel [4, 5] .
There are some researches that study determination of corrosion occurrence probability in reinforcement which have attracted much attention during recent years. Enright and Frangopol [6] analyzed the effect of different parameters variations on corrosion initiation time and bending capacity of bridge beams. They considered all the variables log-normal. Amleh et al. [7] studied the causes of Dickson bridge failure and the governing distribution on probable parameters of corrosion. Papakonstantinou and Shinozuka [8] presented a comprehensive model in actual scale for the process of corrosion occurrence and its progress inside the concrete in large structures. A model for determining corrosion occurrence probability in order to evaluate the concrete structures strength by using FORM with a direct coupling approach was represented by Nogueira and Leonel [9] and they compared it with MCS. Song et al. [10] calculated the corrosion occurrence probability of concrete tunnel-box struc-ture on seabed using Monte Carlo simulation method by determining rate of chloride transport experimentally and choosing other parameters by technical literature study. Although most of the research concentrated on developing models of chloride corrosion occurrence prediction, Bastidas-Arteaga et al. [11] analyzed the effect of CO 2 emissions and temperature/humidity variations on bridges. Stewart et al. performed a similar work as Schoef's to study this phenomenon on Australian buildings [12, 13] .
Unlike the analysis of large structures which need heavy trial and error works, and regarding explicit limit state functions in case of corrosion occurrence, and also the power of today's computers in reducing computational cost, meta-heuristic approaches are used in the present study instead of moments approaches (e.g. FORM and SORM) and simulation approaches (e.g. Monte Carlo). Charles Elegbede's [14] research in solving structures reliability problem is one the most important studies about application of meta-heuristic approaches which uses PSO algorithm with specific approach penalty available in technical literature. Probabilistic mathematical problems and structures with explicit limit state function with proper accuracy were solved by adding absolute value of constrained function to the target function and minimizing it.
Previous research on determination of corrosion occurrence probability was performed either by moment methods based on first-order derivatives like FORM, second-order derivatives like SORM or higher order ones like HORM which have lower accuracy in nonlinear limit state function, or by simulation methods which need long solution time.
In this paper, two innovative unconstrained procedures in PSO method are used to solve explicit limit state functions of chloride corrosion, by defining Hasofer and Lind [15, 16] .In order to solve the problem of determining corrosion occurrence probability, in first type of unconstrained procedure, one of the variables is chosen according to the easiest case and is calculated in terms of other parameters. Finally, the considered parameter is taken to the normal standard state regarding the probabilistic moments. By doing so and considering that we are moving on the limit state function or constraint, the considered response is accurate based on Hasofer-Lind. More descriptions are presented in the relevant sections As other type of unconstrained procedure for this problem [17] we can determine all parameter first and normalize to unit length vector and then with β times of it in PSO algorithm. Although, in the recent approach, g(X) not exactly equals to zero and reliability index is lower than real amount. Indeed this estimation of probability of failure is conservative.
Process of Steel Corrosion Occurrence in Concrete
According to literature review, the PH amount of concrete with Portland cement is close to 13 [3, 18] High alkaline property of concrete forms a protective oxide layer on the steel surface. This is called a passive layer. The dioxide existing in the atmosphere or the chloride in the concrete environment along with the moisture and the oxygen can penetrate via the concrete pores and cracks and can reach the reinforcement surface; then, by reducing concrete alkalinity, they cause reinforcement corrosion inside the concrete by destroying the protective oxide layer on the steel.
Chloride Corrosion
Chloride ions reach the passive layer according to the explained pattern and they begin to react in the passive layer when the amount of chloride ions go beyond the critical value and cause perforation corrosion [19] .The process of chloride ion penetration into the concrete is expressed in terms of Flux fundamental concepts presented by A. E. Fick with the following assumptions: governing conditions of the first law of diffusion, independency of diffusion coefficient relative to time and onedimensional diffusion. It is represented as [20] [21] [22] :
• C is the concentration of chloride at the abscissa
which A. E. Fick called: the constant depending on the nature of the substances).
By solving Eq. (1) (second law of diffusion) for the constant surface chloride conditions, chloride ion penetration equation is written in terms of depth (x) over time (t) as:
Where, C(x, t) = chloride concentration at depth and time, C s = surface chloride concentration, D = apparent diffusion coefficient, x = concrete cover depth and er f = statistical error function. Every effective parameter in the previous equation is a random variable and is defined with its own mean value, standard deviation and probabilistic distribution which will be explained later.
2.2
Life cycle model and determination of destruction probability of the structure According to section 2, after construction and curing of concrete, it takes time until corrosion starts. In this period, chloride is infiltrated to the concrete from its surface and when chloride level on rebar surface exceeds the critical value, passive layer of the steel is destructed and steel will be ready for corrosion. This period is called initial period and assigned with T i . Since any damage in the structure has not occurred before this time, calculation of this period is important and is often considered as the end of structure lifetime. In this period, no significant of damage and cracks in the structure has been observed yet. Fig. 1 shows the most important and valid existing model that is represented for corrosion progress and structure damage by Tutti [23] .After aggressive agents reach to rebar surface, and corrosion starts, since performing rust production, it may take several years for cracks to appear. Of course, length of this period is very shorter than initial period. Beginning of cracking which is from T i to T cr , first step of corrosion progresses with a slight slope and low velocity. Afterwards, with infiltrating of aggressive agents to concrete cracks and then reaching to rebar surface, destruction rate and corrosion continue faster until the structure is destructed. In Fig. 1 the newest model of corrosion is showed based on damage that is represented by modification of Tutti model and with division of propagation zone of chloride [24, 25] . Development stage is considered a two-stage process by some researchers; the spalling concrete stage is considered before collapse or very low capacity [26] . However, for designing based on structure durability, behavior control of the structure, maintenance prediction and repairing, accurate determination of the first step and time of first cracking is important and essential.
With the same reliability procedure, cracking growth of time and spalling can be calculated by using related formulas with probabilistic presented methods.
According to the [27] , time of cracking due to corrosion, t can be obtained from Eq. (3).
Where, C is concrete cover, d is rebar diameter and r is corrosion rate. According to [27] mean value of corrosion rate can be 1 and 16 and coefficient variation of r is 0.5.
Probabilistic parameters of corrosion problem
The nature of concrete production is random and porosity is made in the aggregates location. Usually, in ideal conditions, the experimental results of some samples differ slightly. By reviewing the studies done in the field of reinforcements corrosion, it can be seen that the collected data differ significantly and the effective parameters don't have exact and definite amount. The corrosion initiation time is represented in probability percent and the corresponding reliability is calculated since there are a lot of uncertainties in the effective known parameters of reinforcement passive layer failure. Next, some relevant parameters of chloride ion diffusion in concrete and carbonation and also some previous researches done in this field are reviewed.
Chloride threshold (C th ): Minimum density of the required chloride for destroying the passive layer and corrosion initiation is called chloride threshold [29] . Density threshold of chloride ions for corrosion initiation is controversial and depends on many factors including kind of reinforcement, electrochemical environment of the concrete, water to cement ratio, moisture, additives and etc. The amount of 0.04 is suggested for the chloride ion to cement weight ra- tio and is considered as a proper threshold [30] . The results of some available studies in the field of critical chloride are summarized in Table 1 . More explanations of this parameter, which represents resistance against chloride corrosion, are previously defined.
Chloride diffusion coefficient (D):
Chloride diffusion (D) in the concrete determines its resistance against chloride ion penetration. Of the most important factors on this parameter and more resistance against chloride ions penetration (smaller D) are selection of a proper dough system and small ratio of water to dough which increases resistance against chloride penetration due to creating low porosity [34] . The results of applied values and the governing distribution on chloride diffusion coefficient in some researches are summarized in Table 2 .
Surface chloride concentration (C s ):
The amount of chloride on the concrete surface C s is a result of regression analysis of the obtained data from concrete chloride penetration and curve fitting of Fick's second law. Surface chloride density is basically the result of environmental conditions in which the concrete presents; however, the concrete quality and structure geometry affects the accumulation and increase of surface chloride density [34] . Applied results in some researches and the governing distribution of surface chloride density (C s ) which is usually considered log-normal is summarized in Table 3 .
Concrete cover (d):
The most important factor of variations and errors in cover size of concrete structures depends on the work environment elements such as supervision of engineers, workers and technicians skill. The mean value of cover is determined by measurement and calculations considering the design and standard deviation presented in Table 4 .
Carbonation parameters are presented in the previous section and more details are analyzed in section 3-7 examples (numerical examples). Corrosion initiation time corresponds to the lognormal distribution as the researchers findings.
Limit state function in corrosion occurrence probability problem
The concept of limit state function or performance function is used for failure determination in reliability analysis. In fact, the limit state function is a boundary between proper and improper performance If this function value is positive (g(X) > 0), the region is safe or the performance is appropriate and if it is negative g(X) < 0), the performance is inappropriate or is in failure region. The boundary between appropriate and inappropriate region is g(x) = 0 and the optimal condition is calculated based on it. Limit state function in design of structures reliability, in the simplest form, is written as:
Where, S is the loads effect and R is the resistant forces and G(X) is the limit state function. For durability design of concrete structures in the case of chloride corrosion, the amount of critical chloride C th is equal to resistance R and is equal to S in the above equation. Therefore, chloride limit state function is written as:
Due to corrosion, limit state function is written based on concrete cover depth (C),reinforcements diameter (d) and corrosion 
Where r is corrosion rate (µm/year), d is reinforcements diameter in mm and c indicates cover depth in mm For normal concrete mean and standard deviation of r, are 1 and 0.5 respectively. For Low, Moderate and High Corrosion aggressiveness levels, corrosion rate are 0.5, 2 and 5 respectively [11] .For Portland Concrete with w/c ratio = 0.40 and with 45 mm concrete cover using Monte Carlo simulation, Faber et al. [35] considered 3.5 and 1.5 years for mean and standard deviation of time cracking (T P ) after corrosion initiation that follows from log-normal distribution [35] 5 Reliability analysis Reliability is the probability that a system will perform its function over a specified period of time and under specified service conditions. Failure probability, P f , is the probability of happening inappropriate performance. Normally, calculation of complement of failure probability is known as reliability analysis. It is done by determining the performance range of limit state function. About calculation of corrosion initiation time, the problem is converted to determination of corrosion probability or inappropriate performance of the limit state function. Exact calculation of failure probability in n-dimensional condition is based on the reliability theory can be written using multiintegration on joint probability density function as [36] :
Where, X is the random vector which represents random variables and f (X) is joint probability density function of variables. Considering the complexity and solution difficulty of the mentioned integral, various methods have been introduced to calculate failure probability and to analyze the reliability. Generally, these methods are classified into three groups: moment methods such as first and second order reliability methods [36, 37] , sampling methods like Monte Carlo simulation and importance sampling [37, 38] and advanced optimization methods with using meta-heuristic algorithms [37, 39] .
In simple terms, when all of the variables follow the normal distribution and are independent from each other, the failure probability is calculated as:
Where, Φ(β) is the cumulative distribution function and β is the safety index or reliability index. Lind and Hasofer [16] defined the reliability index (β) as the shortest distance between space center of the problem and limit state function in standard normal coordinate. Using this defini- tion, a first order approximation of failure probability can be obtained. Nataf [40] and Rosenblatt [41] and linear conversion include three conversions enabled to convert X vector in physical variables space to U vector in standard normal space. Therefore, the problem is converted from a reliability index to an optimization problem. This optimization problem can be written based on Lind and Hasofer:
This optimization problem can be solved by different optimization methods. Charles Elegbede [14] solved this problem considering standard normal variables with PSO algorithm. Penalty method is also used to solve this constrained problem [42, 43] . Penalty function and penalty coefficient are fundamental parts of constrained optimization problems. But, determination of penalty function and penalty coefficient is time consuming and difficult The optimization problem solution is equal to the following equation:
Where λ and ξ are penalty coefficient and penalty function respectively, u * is the equation solution called design point, and the according reliability index is obtained from β = u * equation.
Selection of penalty function and penalty coefficient in above equations is very important in convergence of search process to solutions of these equations. For overcoming to this deficiency, corrosion problem is solved by converting it to an unconstrained optimization problem. Non-normal parameters must be converting to the normal equivalent in this procedure. Rackwitz and Fiessler method is used to convert un-normal variables into normal ones [44] .
Optimization Procedure
In this study, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method is used to find design and calculation point of reliability index. PSO method is a population based meta-heuristic algorithm was invented by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [45] . In many aspects, PSO is similar to other evolutionary calculation methods such as genetic algorithm. The system begins with an initial population of random solutions, and then it searches for the optimal value by updating the generations. Of course, unlike genetic algorithm, PSO does not include evolutionary operations such as reproduction and mutation. In PSO, some particles are distributed in search space and each of them evaluates the objective function in their current position (p i ). Then each particle modifies its movement in search space using combination of the best position experienced by the particle (pbest i ), the best position of all particles (pbest g ) and some random turbulence. Next generation is produced after all the particles finished their move-Tab. 6. design point characteristics in year 25 after CIII concrete construction of Example (Eq. (1) 
In PSO process, velocity of each particle is modified alternatively, such that particles are placed statistically around p i and p g positions. PSO process is repeated until the algorithm approach convergence or reach to a determined iteration number. In this study, in order to remove the optimization constraints (removing coefficient and penalty function), two methods were used by changing PSO optimization rather than space points.
In the first PSO method, the constrained optimization problem is produced with a less parameter and these parameters are transferred to the original coordinates; then, the other parameter is obtained based on the other variables. Finally, this parameter is converted to normal standard space based on its moments. This has two advantages for the solution of reliability problem. First, we are sure that the obtained design point is located on the limit state function (G(X) = 0). Second, the constrained optimization problem is converted to the unconstrained optimization problem. In the second method, the variables are produced all together and after normalizing to unit length in standard normal space, until approach to a limit function and pass it, the variables become larger with sectional increase.
α * is normalized coordinate of the final produced vector that represents sensitivity of each parameter. According to the fact that design point and the obtained reliability of this method are smaller than the accurate values on destruction surface (G(X) ≥ 0 but G(X) ≈ 0), the solution of this method is slightly conservative. Ultimately, in both methods, according to the definition of Hesofer and Lind [15, 16] , the distance between center of the standard normal coordinate and the limiting state function is the reliability index. Therefore, a reliability index for each particle can be calculated corresponding to the representing path displacement of that particle. The difference between two methods is almost zero for the corrosion problem, and it can be perceptible for problems with ultra-small damage probabilities. Although, the second method has the capability of solving discrete problems, the first method can be only used for continuous problems which the studied problems are of this type.
Numerical examples
Some examples of technical literatures are used in order to show the model efficiency and to study chloride and carbonation corrosion. During the calculations, notes and results from the analysis were examined.
First example: probability determination of chloride corrosion of this study is obtained from CIII concrete of Nogueira and Lionel [9] . Utilized parameters in the performed analyses are the first rows of Tables 1 to 4. Used limit state functions in this and the next examples are Eqs. (7) and (8) . In Fig. 2 , the corrosion probability is calculated and presented using two methods of PSO and Monte Carlo simulation with 10000 simulations. It can be seen from responses comparison that the calculated response of PSO method analysis exhibits more conservative behavior in the Monte Carlo simulation.
In Fig. 3 , the effect of distribution kind on the structure response (corrosion occurrence probability) of the first example is being analyzed. In the first case, real distribution of the parameters is used so that C th has uniform distribution, D and C s have log-normal distribution and d (concrete cover) follows normal distribution. In the second case, all the parameters are considered normal. Analysis results of the first case are presented in Fig. 2 .
For the ratios of w/c from 0.4 to 0.7, corrosion occurrence probability with real distribution by using PSO method values are 0.2299, 0.4795 0.6826 and 0.8155, respectively By using the PSO method with assumption of normal parameters they have 10-3% difference with the first case analysis In the first years for concrete with good quality (lower w/c) and in the last years for concrete with bad quality (higher w/c) the least difference between two cases was observed (normal and real distribution of parameters) In other time and concrete types difference between two analyzed cases is large. Comparison for case 1 and case 2 results is shown in Fig. 3 .
Moreover, the PSO's response with normal distribution has significant difference with Monte Carlo's using normal distribution due to the considerable probabilistic distributions. However, it seems that the main reason for difference is that the used mean and standard deviation values in the analyses are obtained for the main distribution (the real distribution of that parameter in the analyzed conditions) and their usage in normal distribution is not right. If the first moments values are calculated for normal distribution, the responses are closer to reality and then we can have better judgment of values difference One of the advantages of this method is that the design point can be obtained in any arbitrary time which cannot be done in Monte Carlo simulation. These values determine the effectiveness of any parameter on the whole response; namely, sensitivity of every parameter to the calculation response is determined. Sample design point characteristics in year 25 after the construction of four types of water to cement ratios in CII concrete are presented in Table 5 .
The values of obtained design points for four kinds of water to cement ratios (w/c) are presented in Table 6 for CIII type concrete in year 25 after the construction. According to the calculated values, the importance and effectiveness of every parameter can be discussed.
By dividing each parameter in Table 6 into the vector length (β), the dimensionless design values are obtained which demonstrate the importance of each. As can be seen in Table 7 , the concrete cover is the most important factor, and the corrosion threshold is also the least important factor. The concrete cover is the most crucial parameter especially in high-quality concretes, but its importance gradually reduces over time.
In addition to the fact that, the effect of concrete cover is the most important parameter, reduces with decreasing of concrete quality (i.e., increase of water to cement ratio or D) and over time. Additionally, the influence of chloride concentration amount at surface (C s ) increases over time, in a way that, it becomes the most important parameter in low-quality concretes after several years. Thus, the precise amount of C s is of great importance in exact estimation of corrosion and durability design. The effect and importance of D increase over time at lower values of diffusion coefficients (i.e., high-quality con- cretes). But, it is almost constant or fluctuates slightly for lowquality or medium-quality concretes over time.
Convergence history of the calculation response is represented for every concrete in year 25. Convergence history of the calculation response (reliability index) in PSO Type 1 method is illustrated for CIII type concrete in year 25 for the given parameters values of Tables 1 to 4 which shows the algorithm's powerfulness in solving optimization problems. This case can be obtained like design point for every arbitrary time.
Example two: determination of corrosion occurrence probability due to chloride from Sossash and Lounis [33] in which all the effective parameters on corrosion occurrence are considered log-normal. This example is about predicting chloride ion penetration and corrosion occurrence in deck of a concrete bridge with 0.3% longitudinal reinforcement in two directions; the concrete is normal and salt is used in winter to prevent glaciation. Mean and standard deviation values of the applied parameters in analyses are used from the last rows of Tables 1 to (Eq. (4)).
Results of the analysis with optimization method and the Monte Carlo analysis with 1million simulations for corrosion occurrence calculation are presented in Table 5 . According to the Fig. 6 , the results are so close and show high accuracy of this method. Fig. 6 exhibits the effect of assuming two conditions for all the effective parameters in determination of corrosion occurrence probability: normal and log-normal. Here, it seems that-if all parameter follow the lognormal distribution-conversion to normal distribution does not affect much the responses by considering log-normal assumption for all the parameters. However, in the obtained responses in the first 20 years -that probability of failure is almost low, the values of corrosion probability with normal distribution are slightly larger than corrosion probability with log-normal distribution.
Conclusions
In this study, two new modified meta-heuristic approaches of PSO were used to calculate corrosion occurrence probability or corrosion initiation time due to chloride ions penetration. Analysis of the examples and results of research work in literature demonstrated efficiency and accuracy of the used method. Accuracy of the calculated results was studied in comparison to the Monte Carlo method. The main conclusions are as follows:
• One of the useful features of the presented solution is the fast convergence of the responses in low iteration numbers which shows the solution accuracy in finding the minimum point in optimization problems. The PSO type 1 showed the better performance.
• Short solution time and accessing design point (for calculation of importance of each parameter) at any time are features of presented methods in comparison to Monte Carlo method.
• The analysis results showed that using different distribution type for problem parameters without changing the probabilistic moments, proportion with distribution type is effective in calculation results. Also, there is no reason that log-normal variables calculate conservatively the failure probability or corrosion occurrence.
• Influence of each effective parameter on corrosion occurrence varies by changing other parameters and by time
• Almost, the concrete cover (d) is the most important factor, but effect of it reduces overtime and increases with w/c ratio (decrease of D parameter).
• The influence of Chloride diffusion (D), for lower w/c ratio (0.4, 0.5) (amount of higher of D), increases over time and it is the second importance parameter in these types of concretes. But for low-quality concretes (higher w/c ratio), de-spite of fluctuations, its importance almost remains constant over time, and therefore it is the third important parameter.
• The influence of chloride concentration amount at surface (C s ) increases over time and by decrease of D, in a way that, it becomes the most important parameter in low-quality concretes after several years. Thus, the precise amount of C s is of great importance in exact estimation of corrosion and durability design.
• Almost, the corrosion threshold (C th ) is the least important factor, but effect of it slightly increases overtime and with increase of w/c ratio (decrease of D parameter)
